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To the editor:

Mutation, SNP, and isoform analysis of fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 (FGFR3) in 150 newly diagnosed multiple myeloma patients

The t(4;14) translocation in multiple myeloma (MM) is identified in 15% of patient samples and dysregulates both FGFR3 and multiple myeloma SET domain (MMSET).1 Activating FGFR3 mutations are observed in cell lines and late-stage MM, but the incidence of mutation in newly diagnosed patients, although not well characterized,2 is likely pivotal in MM progression.3 We therefore selected CD138+ cells from the bone marrow of 150 newly diagnosed MM patients. cDNA from selected cells was hybridized to HuGeneFL GeneChip microarrays (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA).4 FGFR3 overexpression was noted in 24 patients (16%). Reverse transcriptase–polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) subsequently confirmed that all of the FGFR3-positive patients carried the t(4;14) translocation (Figure 1A). The entire open reading frame of FGFR3 was then amplified and bidirectionally sequenced in triplicate, which identified mutation in 2 patients. One patient harbored a 6-bp insertion 5′-AACAGT-3′ at nucleotide position 1306, which was unique to the FGFR3 IIIb isoform, implying a splice variant (Figure 1Bi). In a second patient, a point mutation was observed at nucleotide number 761 A → G resulting in a Tyr241Cys (tyrosine to cysteine change) located in the linker region between immunoglobulin-like domain I and immunoglobulin-like domain II (Figure 1Bii). This genetic change is in close proximity to other previously identified activating mutations. Together these data indicate that mutation of FGFR3 is observed in less than 5% of t(4;14)-positive and in only 1 of 150 newly diagnosed MM patients overall. Incorporating findings from the literature5-9 with our larger study, 52 (15%) of 348 myeloma patients have a t(4;14) and 3 (6%) of the 52 translocation-positive patients have a potential activating mutation of FGFR3, or 3 (<1%) of 348 overall.

To determine the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) profile of FGFR3 we next examined the Celera database and identified 21 SNPs pertaining to the coding region of FGFR3. One of these SNPs, 921C→T, was identified in 17 of 22 FGFR3 sequences (Figure 1Biii). Using the SNP human database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/snp_ref.cgi) this 294C→T polymorphism has an allele frequency of 0.877. The 77% SNP incidence in the patient samples is therefore not statistically different from that of the general human population.

Our patient samples expressed different FGFR3 isoforms by sequencing, with the FGFR3 IIIc isoform being most prevalent. We also identified 2 novel FGFR3 isoforms in MM plasma cells: an isoform devoid of immunoglobulin-like domain I and an isoform that is devoid of both domain I and the acid-box (Figure 1C).

Figure 1. FGFR3 gene translocation and mutation screening in MM patients. (A) Detection of immunoglobulin heavy chain (IgH)/MMSET fusion product using translocation-specific RT-PCR5 (a lanes represent MMSET + JH PCR, whereas b lanes represent MMSET + 1 m PCR). Of 24 patient samples, 22 are positive: 5 patients have a translocation breakpoint as in the myeloma cell line KMS11, 9 patients have a breakpoint like H929, and 8 patients have an OPM2 breakpoint. (B) Genetic changes of FGFR3 gene in patient samples. (i) Sequence analysis of cloned cDNA of patient no. 1 revealed a 6-bp insertion of 5′-AACAGT-3′ at nucleotide position 1306, resulting in an insertion of amino acids threonine and cysteine. (ii) Point mutation at nucleotide 761 A → G resulting in tyrosine to cysteine change in FGFR3 codon 241 (patient no. 23, sequencing from reverse direction of the gene). (iii) Of 22 patient samples, 17 carry C to T transition in 761 A → G resulting in tyrosine to cysteine change in FGFR3 codon 241 (patient no. 23, sequencing from reverse direction of the gene). (C) Different isoforms of FGFR3 are detected in patient nos. 15 and 16. Patient nos. 15 and 16 expressed the FGFR3 IIIc isoform (upper band) and novel isoforms devoid of Ig-like domain I and of both domain I and the acid-box, respectively, (lower band) while patient no. 18 expressed only FGFR3 IIIc isoform.
Interestingly, although both isoforms have ligand-binding properties similar to those of the full-length receptor, they have previously been reported to have a higher affinity for the FGFR ligand.10

In summary, our comprehensive analysis of 150 newly diagnosed MM patients has demonstrated that overexpression of FGFR3 is seen in 16% of newly diagnosed patients, overexpression is observed only in the presence of the t(4;14), and activating mutations of FGFR3 are rare in newly diagnosed MM patients. The 294C>T polymorphism is common in MM patients and a number of different isoforms of the gene are expressed (the significance of which is uncertain).

To the editor:

Usefulness of quantitative assessment of the WT1 gene transcript as a marker for minimal residual disease detection

The usefulness of the WT1 quantitative assessment by real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RQ-PCR) as a marker for minimal residual disease (MRD) detection after allogeneic bone marrow transplantation (BMT) has been reported in a recent issue of Blood by Ogawa et al1 in a series of 72 patients affected by different types of leukemias. According to their data, the quantitative assessment of WT1 transcript amount acquires a highly significant value in terms of the possibility of being predictive of imminent relapse in this particular setting, as the WT1 transcript amount after BMT is lower than in the normal bone marrow (BM), allowing the transcript to reach a high degree of sensitivity.

These data prompted us to analyze by RQ-PCR the WT1 transcript amount in 18 patients (7 acute myeloid leukemia, 2 acute lymphoblastic leukemia, and 9 chronic myelogenous leukemia) before and after allogeneic BMT. The procedure used has been previously described in detail, and ABL was used as a reference gene.2 In agreement with the data of Ogawa et al,1 we are able to confirm that the determination of the WT1 transcript amount can represent a useful marker to monitor the persistence or the reappearance of leukemic cells after allogeneic BMT and that increasing amounts of WT1 transcript are predictive of relapse. Indeed, as already demonstrated by Ogawa et al,1 an increase of WT1 expression above the upper threshold found in controls (see Figure 1) was detected in 5 of 18 patients, and all 5 of the patients relapsed after a period ranging from 1 to 5 months. By contrast, none of the patients who remain within the normal range of WT1 expression relapsed.

However, in contrast to the data of Ogawa et al,1 we were not able to find differences in the WT1 transcript amount expressed by normal control BM samples with respect to the 13 patients in remission during a period of follow-up ranging from 14 to 38 months after BMT. As shown in Figure 1, the median values of WT1 within one month after transplantation are 76 copies/104 ABL copies (range, 20-142), while normal controls (obtained from 42 healthy subjects) expressed a median value of WT1 copies of 78 (range, 3-180) (P = .9 by Student t test). In patients who persisted in complete remission (CR), no significant changes in WT1 expression were noted during follow-up (P = .84 after 6 months, and P = .9 after one year). In addition, no differences were observed between the values obtained in these patients with respect to those obtained in leukemia patients who obtained remission after chemotherapy (P = .86).

As previously reported,2 in our hands WT1 represents a good marker for MRD detection even in patients treated with intensive chemotherapy or autologous bone marrow transplantation and may
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